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How the Influencer Marketing industry
has fared in 2019
2019 has marked the power of influencer marketing unquestionable. While influencer marketing collaborations
have become a big part of marketing budgets, the market has been evolving and constantly undergoing change.
Brands have to think quick on their feet with new notions and open to the idea of proliferating influencer kinds.
Influencers now have taken over every conceivable niche segment including - micro & nano influencers, tech
influencers, kid influencers and many more.
As influencer marketing gets more ingrained in a brand’s marketing plan and audiences’
everyday retail lives, the industry is bound to grow exponentially. Now that all forms of social media
have started attempting to converge with the online retail industry, influencers have assumed the role of critical
mediators between them and consumers with authentic ways to connect with them.
Greenroom’s survey of 150 brands and 200 influencers presents the types of influencers, the tier, type of content,
channels and other factors involved preferred and employed by these brands over the year. This report will aid
your marketing team to generate actionable recommendations for influencer marketing campaigns and sustain
long-lasting relationships with influencers.

The Brand Perspective
The current landscape denotes that influencer marketing has
stabilized with continued growth. Furthermore, it shows no
sign of slowing down.

No
32%

Compared to last year’s percentage of 42% of marketers who
wanted to implement an influencer marketing campaign this
year, 68% of the brand survey respondents claimed that they
ran a campaign in 2019.
And out of this 68% of the respondents, 38% of them said
that they were going to increase their budget for
2020’s influencer marketing spends.

Yes
68%
Have you implemented influencer marketing campaigns in
2019?
Others
4%
Lack of time
10%

We also asked the remaining 32% of the respondents why they
didn’t run a campaign in 2019.
The challenges and reasons were parallel to those found in
2018 - lack of budget topped the list with the second reason,
lack of resources and tools to identify and execute the process
of influencer marketing, just trailing behind.

Lack of proper resources a
35%

Budget Constraints
51%

Reasons why they did not implement

The Consumer Perspective
This year has seen a strong difference in how consumers view influencers. While 2018
showed some hesitation in consumers’ trust towards influencers and the idea, 2019 has
jumped decades. Consumers are very comfortable with the idea of sponsored social media
content by their favorite influencers and openly declare that they wait for reviews, wait for a
brand or product discovery from the Instagrammers or YouTubers that they follow.
They are also more open to interacting with the influencers. When asked what makes an
influencer different from their favorite celebrity, certain recurring keywords were used to
answer like -

“Accessibility”

“Relatability”
“Funny”

“Valued opinions”
“Authentic”
“Honest reviews”

The Surprise Domination of Gen Z
Brands that run campaigns have agreed that Generation Y (aged 24 - 38) is their primary target
audience. While this has been consistent from 2018, we also see a spike in the percentage of
brands also target Gen Z (aged 6 - 23). This could mean that a significant spending shift can
happen over the next couple of years.

Gen X
12%
Gen Z
15%

Gen Y
73%

Which age group do you target through your campaigns?

Instagram - The Reigning Champion

A big chunk of millennials have been influenced by a social media
content creator

An interesting correlation was spotted between
brands that target Gen Y and their choice of
social media. Marketers find better results on
Instagram with millenials and seem to shift to
Facebook when their brand wants to target Gen
X (39 - 55). Whereas, brands catering to
Gen Z had a very interesting mix of
Instagram and TikTok.
TikTok has been a recent, yet promising entry
into the influencer marketing sphere in 2019.
Even though the votes for this platform were
lesser in comparison to the prevailing champion
Instagram, it still managed to create a dent.

Barter doesn’t cut it anymore - Influencer Collaborations
Industry experts claim that their brand’s product launch is one of their favorites when it comes to
collaborating with an influencer.
Very few claim that PR giveaways work anymore. While a clean barter system prevailed in the industry for a
while, influencers have started valuing their audience and authenticity. A big percentage of these
experts claim that a mix of affiliate and influencer marketing works best for them.
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Which of the following best describes your collaboration with influencers?
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We also were curious to know if the process of choosing influencers have evolved. Marketers are
becoming increasingly savvy now that they understand influencer marketing better. No
longer do they just look at the number of followers, but there is a sharp rise in the number of brands that
look at the content quality and previous campaigns’ audience engagement of the influencers.
Influencers have become the gateway for brands to have direct access to their newly tapped audience. So it
is vital that a brand understands that its audience is aligned with its goals. A meat brand targeting the
audience through a blogger who mainly posts vegetarian recipes could be a disaster for the brand and the
influencer alike.

Content Freedom and Category B Influencers
Some accurate predictions
Now that brands give so much important to content
quality, we asked how much freedom influencers get
with a campaign. While it is advisable to have an
initial content outline prepared for an influencer, it is
essential for the brand to remember that content
authenticity is why the influencer gained
followers in the first place.

No
47%

Yes
48%

In moderate amounts
5%

Do your influencers create majority of the sponsored content?

One accurate trend prediction was the growth of
Category B influencers with a follower range
of 50k-500k. Brands have confirmed that they are
their most preferred tier of influencers in 2019. When
we dug deeper into the reasoning behind this choice,
experts point out that these influencers tend to have a
better relationship with their followers and produce
better content quality.
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Why are Micro-influencers so popular?
Content quality

High engagement

Personal and Authentic engagement with followers

Target niche audience

Cost-effective

What do influencers look for when collaborating with brands?

Influencer spend has always been a mysterious area and to make it transparent, we checked with the experts
to see how they compensate influencers. While they understand that monetary rewards encourage
influencers to produce their best content, brands claim that free merchandise also works in certain industries.
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Networking with peers
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What do influencers want?
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Others

Influencer Marketing getting savvier with agency tools

When asked for measurement methods, a lot of brands
gave mixed responses. Some said they look at
engagement numbers from the influencer’s account and
record it on tools like Sheets or excel and some said they
generate monthly reports and compare them regularly. A
lot of the brands, that were resistant to using tools
initially, are now open to the idea. Brands have realized
that these campaigns are more than just the number of
likes count and engagement and are looking for tools
that can generate reports with detailed insights.

None
19%

Native Tools - Instagram, Facebook and Google
43%

Influencer agency tools
38%

The brands also revealed that they considered the
engagement rate as one of the key factors of a successful
campaign. A good ROI can also mean increased brand lift,
e-commerce sales, traffic and social media growth for these
brands.

What tools does your brand use for measuring a campaign?

What needs to be tackled in Influencer Marketing?
The measurement of a marketing campaign has always been a tedious process. With an idea like
influencer marketing, a lot of brands still struggle to find the right parameters that can assess the ROI.
These marketing experts confirm that this is the top challenge that they face, along with creating fresh
content, keeping up with new topics and finding the right influencer.

Challenges
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Finding the right influencer is half the job done. Brands find it tough to pick influencers who not only have
the perfect numbers on paper but also need to resonate with their target audience and help them stand out.
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Social media networks
now designing their
platform around
influencer marketing. For
eg: Introduction of Instagram
commerce

More micro-influencers if the shift in
metrics happens due to their high
engagement. The butterfly effect caused
here would be that this would result in
an increased quality of content.

Brands are tapping TikTok
where a whole new target
audience is available - Gen Z.
Th e s h i f t i n g p o we r o f
spending can also play a big
role in this untapped platform.

A shift in metrics - Until now,
brands considered likes as a vital
metric, but the focus could move
to conversions or other forms of
engagement

360° performance analysis Several brands already seem to be
making the shift to the usage of
agency tools, which will be in
higher demand this year

Brands maintaining long
term relationships with
influencers which is a silent
takeaway from traditional
advertising.

✤

Greenroom is an Influencer and Content Marketing Agency
which connects top brands strategically with audience.

✤

We have collaborated with over 200 excellent brands for
influencer marketing campaigns.

✤

Our in-house engineering team builds analytics and reporting
tools to ensure that our customers achieve excellent results on
every campaign.

✤

Quant by Greenroom is an end-to-end influencer analytics
platform that helps marketers with their entire campaign
lifecycle - from influencers discovery with accurate data,
through to campaign planning, tracking, and reporting.

